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Symbaloo

http://edu.symbaloo.com/ class dashboard xx

Your personal start page, with all of your 
favourites one click away.

                                       

The more sites we learn about, the greater our need to be able to organise 

and curate them. For some purposes, such as research, a robust tool with 

ample features to categorise and tag sites in a variety of ways is desired. For 

other purposes, such as for use as a dashboard, simplicity and ease of use 

may be the goal. Symbaloo is a perfect example of the latter school of thought. 

Their aim is to provide a concise layout of icons that provide one-click access 

to your favourite sites.

The interface within Symbaloo is 

called a webmix. Each webmix is 

comprised of 60 tiles laid out in a 

10x6 grid. Click on any empty tile 

and you’ll have the option to 

populate it with a website. They 

have hundreds of websites saved in 

their database for you to choose 

from, or you can create your own by 

supplying a URL (universal or 

uniform reference locator) and 

customising the look and feel of it. 

Select a blank square, specify what 

you want the tile to be, choose a 

design and click submit. Repeat.

That’s about it! While it may take a 

while to create a complete webmix, 

the majority of your time will be 

spent deciding what to include and 

arranging the tiles. The result is a 

dashboard intended to be used as a 

home page or launchpad. Load up 

the page, click on the site you want 

and away you go.

Symbaloo provides you a simple visual 

start page with tiles linking to your 

favourite web content.

Search for terms to add sites to your 

webmix.
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Tweet Tweet: What Fellow Educators Are Saying

   

Jeff Layman (@Mrlaymanss)

Jeff Utecht (@jutecht)

A must have for all educators. Create a class group and 

tag and have students do the searching for you. Highlight 

and leave sticky notes on websites for your students. Diigo 

turns any website into an interactive conversation with 

your students.

The ability to track student research at a glance and the 

ability for students to archive and access research from 

anywhere makes Diigo a great instructional and learning 

tool.

Ann Gardner (@virtualgardner)

Build your library of links, but don’t forget to search other 

people’s libraries—chances are, someone has spent more 

time bookmarking than you.

Diigo

http://diigo.com social bookmarking xx
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iPiccy

http://ipiccy.com simple photo editor xx

    

fairly regularly. There are ample options for touching up digital photos, 

allowing users to remove blemishes and wrinkles, apply a tan, change eye 

colours or to shed a few pounds with the “Thinify” tool.

What’s incredible about iPiccy is that the more time you spend with it, the 

more you realise that it actually has an impressive number of features that 

you would normally expect to only fi nd in expensive photo editing programs. 

However, not only are they available for free but they’re also simplifi ed enough 

to make them accessible to the average user. Some of these features include 

an interface for layering photos, adding vector masks and even using a clone 

tool for sophisticated touch-up jobs. There is also a collage interface that 

enables users to combine multiple photos into creative layouts as quickly and 

easily as the rest of the site. When aggregated together, this simple little photo 

editor is actually incredibly robust.

While it does require Flash to run, there is no registration required. In fact, 

there isn’t even the option of registering if you wanted to! Enabling local 

storage allows you to 

save photos within the 

site for future use. After 

editing a photo, you can 

download it as a JPEG 

(or JPG) or PNG (portable 

network graphics) fi le, 

share a link to it via URL 

or save it to Flickr. There 

may not be many options 

for importing photos in

or exporting them to other 

sites, but the features and 

interface more than make 

up for this defi ciency.

Not only is it a powerful 

editor, but it is ideal for 

educational use.A hidden gem within iPiccy is the drawing tool. 

It’s no Illustrator, but it gets the job done!
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Sumopaint

http://sumopaint.com advanced image editing xx

Quick Tip: Use the symmetry tool to visually demonstrate the concept.

Select the symmetry tool (it 

looks like a snowfl ake).

Choose how many 

points you want to 

draw with.

As students draw a 

shape, use the line tool 

to mark the lines of 

symmetry.
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Poll Everywhere

mobile polls xx

 

http://polleverywhere.com

Quick Tip: Use an instant poll to get your students focused as they enter the 

classroom. Bonus: This can even be done without logging in or creating an 

account!

From the front 

page, select 

“Create your fi rst 

poll.”

Type in a question and select “Open Ended.”

Select the full-

screen option 

and display it on 

a computer or 

projector.
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Mystery Skypes are a great way to learn about different people from around the 

globe. Let your students play twenty questions and guess where the other

class/person is from.

Skype in the Classroom

http://education.skype.com/ global videoconferencing xx

 

other areas of the world, such as the Middle East or Singapore. A meeting of 

the minds between students of vastly different cultures is a worthwhile 

experience that allows students to break down cultural barriers, exposing 

them to the realities of what other societies are truly like.

Rather than relying on casual conversation to foster these learning experiences, 

fl ip the concept on its head and let your students step into a leadership role. Make 

a connection through Skype in the classroom with a teacher in another country. 

Have your students study that culture thoroughly through video, news articles, 

blogs and other mass media. Give them ample time to explore it thoroughly 

enough that they don’t merely understand the people of that land, but they feel 

they have an in-depth knowledge of their issues, concerns and beliefs.

Through Skype, have your students present their fi ndings to the other class. 

Address issues related to geography, politics, religion and pop culture. Upon 

completing the presentations, allow the students in the remote classroom to 

respond to the presentation. Have them discuss what they got right and where 

they may have fallen victim to perceived stereotypes. After allowing time to 

discuss these issues in depth, schedule a time for the other class to follow 

suit, presenting their own research about your own country.

in the classroom
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Edmodo

www.edmodo.com classroom social network xx

    
                    Make Your Classroom a Community

                                                

Social networks have come to play a signifi cant role in our lives. They are a 

way for us to share information and connect with people around common 

interests or ideas. Edmodo is one of the fi rst social networks designed 

exclusively for schools. It takes the concept of a learning management system 

(LMS) and bakes in rich social interactions, making it a popular choice in 

classrooms. With a look and feel that is similar to mainstream networks like 

Facebook, Edmodo is intuitive and incredibly easy to use. What makes 

Edmodo stand out is the great number of options designed for teachers and 

students.

When teachers sign up for the free 

service and create a digital class, 

they are provided a student code 

for pupils to sign up with. Students 

enter the code when registering 

and become a member of their 

class community. This eliminates 

the need for students to provide 

email addresses or to verify their 

accounts. They can only create an 

Edmodo account and join the class 

community if they have a code 

provided by their teacher.

Edmodo has developed a uniquely 

focused social suite of tools for 

educators. Teachers can post 

notes, alerts, assignments, quizzes 

and polls. Notes are general and can range from a simple statement or 

question to helpful web resources for students. Edmodo allows teachers to 

upload fi les directly (PDFs, PowerPoint docs etc.), in addition to sharing with 

Users can create groups on Edmodo. 

Members join via a private code.
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